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1. INTRODUCTION
The basic problem of integral geometry is to recovery a function f in  n
Ž .or on a manifold from the knowledge of its integrals over geometric
objects such as lines, curves, hyperplanes, d-planes, spheres, balls, etc. We
call these integrals Radon transforms, or more precisely, line transforms,
ball transforms, and so on.
 In 1917, Radon 9 defined the classical Radon transform that integrates
functions on planes in 3. From this beginning, others have defined more
general Radon transforms such as the hyperplane transform, the d-plane
transform, the sphere transform in  n, etc. There are many elegant results
in this area.
In general, the simplest problem in  n for the sphere transform is over
spheres with arbitrary center and arbitrary radius. One can suppose
Ž n.f C  , and H f 0 for all spheres S. Then f 0. The proof of thisS
fact is straightforward and is as follows:
Ž . Ž . Define S x, r to be the sphere of radius r centered at x, S x, r  y
n Ž . 4 Ž .  d y, x  r . Since H 1Vol S x, r , then by the dominated con-SŽ x, r .
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vergence theorem and the continuity of f at x,
1
f x  lim f .Ž . HVol S x , rr0 Ž . Ž .S x , r
This inversion formula implies injectivity.
This is a trivial case. The interesting problem is how to minimize
hypotheses in the above result. For instance, can we weaken the above
hypothesis to be ‘‘all spheres under some restrictions on the both the set of
centers and the set of radii’’? A number of people have worked on this
     problem such as Agranovsky and Quinto 1 , Berenstein 2 , John 6 ,
       Delsarte and Lions 3 , Flatto 4 , Smith 11 , and Zalcman 13 , etc. In
1980, Zalcman summarized previous works and proved the classical two-
sphere theorem, an injectivity under restrictions on radius r in  n: if the
integral of f over every sphere in  n of radii r and r is zero and r r is1 2 1 2
n 2Ž .not a quotient of zeros of J z , the Bessel function with order ,Žn2.2 2
 then f is zero 14 . One can see that the classical two-sphere theorem has
weight function  1 and has the exceptional set E . Here E is a set ofn n
zall quotients , where z and w are positive zeros of the Bessel functionw
Ž .J z for z C. The problem is more subtle for the transform withŽn2.2
general weights. In this article we prove a general two-sphere theorem for
general Radon transforms in  n with arbitrary nowhere zero real analytic
weights.
2. THEOREMS
2.1. Two Radius Support Theorem in  n
Ž . Ž . Define S y, r be the sphere of radius r centered at y, S y, r  x
n Ž . 4 Ž . Ž .  n  d x, y  r . Let B y, r denote the open disk B y, r  x 
Ž . 4 Ž . Ž .  nd x, y  r and let D y, r denote the closed disk D y, r  x 
Ž . 4 nd x, y  r . Let f be a continuous function on  or let f be a
distribution with a compact support on  n. The sphere transform of f is
defined for y n by
P f y  f x  x , y dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H , r
Ž .xS y , r
Ž . n n Ž . 4where  is a function on Z x, y    d x, y  r .
Our main theorem in  n is:
Ž n. Ž n.THEOREM 2.1.1. Let f C  or fD  . Let a and b be positie
a nreal numbers such that is irrational. Let  0. Choose y  and R0 0b
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a	 b Ž . . Assume f is zero in the -neighborhood of S y , r for some02
  Ž .r 0, R and assume  x, y is nowhere zero and real analytic. If0
aŽ . Ž .P f y  0 when y is in the -neighborhood of B y , R  and, a2 0 0 2
bŽ . Ž .P f y  0 when y is in the -neighborhood of B y , R  , then, b2 0 0 2
Ž .supp f
D y , R .0 0
Ž .In our theorem we assume that the function or distribution f is zero in
a certain small open set and we assume f has zero integral over spheres of
a b atwo fixed radii and , irrational, with centers in an open connected set2 2 b
which is not too small.
We first discuss some differences between the classical two-sphere
theorem and our general two-sphere theorem. Comparing to the classical
two-sphere theorem one can see that our theorem needs the additional
restrictive assumption: f 0 in a small open set. In this respect, our
theorem has a more restricted hypothesis than the classical two-sphere
theorem. But our theorem is valid for all nowhere zero real analytic weight
functions. This is less restrictive than the classical two-sphere theorem.
Our theorem has the exceptional set . The classical two-sphere theorem
has the exceptional set E . Also, our general two-sphere theorem holds inn
n and  n.
A natural question is: what is the difference between those two excep-
tional sets E and ? To answer this question, let us investigate the Besseln
Ž . Ž . Ž .function J z for some integer n. For n 3, J z  J z Žn2.2 Žn2.2 12
2 sin z. In this case, it is easy to check that E . For n 5,' 3 z
2 1Ž . Ž . Ž .J z  J z  sin z cos z . In this case, all positive ze-'Žn2.2 32  z z
ros satisfy the equation x tan x.
By a short calculation we can see that the rational number 2 is not in
the set E . In general, if the weight  1, then the classical two-sphere5
theorem is true for each r E . Here r is the ratio of two radii. Since then
classical two-sphere theorem does not need the hypothesis that f 0 in a
small open set, this implies the conclusion of our theorem is true for
r E . Also, our theorem is true for every r when  1. Therefore,n
Ž .when  1, our theorem is true for each r E 
 . By the aboven
argument, the rational number 2 is not in E . So, E 
 becomes a5 5
proper subset of .
Now it seems that the exceptional set of our two-sphere theorem can be
varied with the weight. But it can not be bigger than . Here is an
example in 2:
Ž 2 . Ž .Let z x	 iy,  	 i. If f C  such that H f z dz 0 z r
for all radii r r , r , then f is entire as long as r r is not in E 14, p.1 2 1 2 4
167 .
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Ž . 2 Ž i . i iNotice that H f z dz H f 	 re ire d . Here,  ire is a z r 0
ŽŽ . Ž .. 2 2 Ž .real analytic function on the set x, y ,  ,     x, y 
Ž .  4 ,  r which is never zero on its domain of definition. Under the
above condition of the integral of f over the circles, if r r  E , then f1 2 4
is an entire function. Since our theorem assumes that f 0 in a small
Žopen set, this implies our theorem is true for r r  E when  y1 2 4
. Ž .  	 i x  because an entire function which is zero on an open set
Žis identically zero. Also, our theorem is true for r r  when  y1 2
. Ž . 2  	 i x  . These facts imply that in  , for this , our theorem is
true for r r  E 
. However, we already know that the exceptional1 2 4
set of our theorem is E 
 in 2 for  1. If we can show that2
E 
 is a different set from E 
, then we have different exceptional2 4
sets for different weights.
2.2. Two Radius Support Theorem in n and in  n
Define the antipodal point of x in n to be x. If points x and y are
n Ž . nnot antipodal in  , then define C x, y to be the great circle in  which
Ž .is on the 2-plane through 0, x and y. Define g x, y to be the shorter
Ž . Ž .segment from x to y in C x, y . Also, we define d x, y to be the geodesic
Ž . Ž . nlength of g x, y , d x, y   . If x and y are antipodal in  , then
Ž . Ž .d x, y   and there is not a unique great circle C x, y through x and
Ž . Ž . Žy. Otherwise, d x, y   and the great circle C x, y is unique see Fig.
.2.2.1 .
Let xn and let An be nonempty. The distance from x to A is
Ž .  Ž . 4defined to be d x, A  inf d x, y  y A . Let r be a nonnegative real
FIGURE 2.2.1
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n Ž .number. Let y . Define S y, r be the geodesic sphere of radius r and
centered at y:
S y , r  xn  d x , y  r . 4Ž . Ž .
Ž .Define B y, r to be the open ball:
B y , r  xn  d x , y  r . 4Ž . Ž .
Ž .Define B y, r to be the closed ball:
nB y , r  x  d x , y  r . 4Ž . Ž .
n Ž . Ž n.Let x  . Define B 0, s to be an open ball about 0 T  , of0 x x0 0
Ž . nradius s 0 see Fig. 2.2.2 . For each y in  , the injectiity radius I is y
Ž . Ž n.since B 0, is the largest open ball centered at 0 in T  such thaty y
Ž . Ž .B 0, is diffeomorphic to B y, under the exponential map, expy
Ž n. n Ž .  exp : T   and exp 0  y 12 . To avoid pathologies, we assumey y y
that each radius in our discussion below is less than the injectivity radius
Ž . . Furthermore, we make the following definitions. Let S y, r be the
n n Ž .sphere in  with radius r  and center y . If x S y, r , then
Ž .define the antipodal point to x in S y, r to be the other point, x ,a
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž Ž . Ž ..  4 Žbelonging to C x, y and S y, r ; i.e., x  S y, r 
 C x, y  x seea
.Fig. 2.2.3 .
FIGURE 2.2.2
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FIGURE 2.2.3
Ž . nDefine P f y to be the sphere transform on geodesic spheres in  of, r
radius r with a nowhere zero real analytic weight function  defined on
Ž . n n Ž . 4Z x, y    d x, y  r ,
P f y  f x  x , y dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H , r
Ž .xS y , r
when yn, 0 r  . Here dx is a standard measure on the sphere
Ž . n nS y, r in  . Let M . Define
B M , r  B x , r .Ž . Ž .
xM
Our main theorem in n is:
a	 bTHEOREM 2.2.1. Let a and be be positie real numbers such that  2
a a	 b nŽ . Ž . Ž .and is irrational. Let R  , . Let  0, R . Let f C 0 0b 2
Ž n. nor fD  . Let y  . Assume f equals zero in the -neighborhood of0
Ž .   Ž .S y , s for some s 0, R and assume  x, y is nowhere zero and real0 0
aŽ . Ž .analytic. If P f y  0 for each y in the -neighborhood of B y , R , a2 0 0 2
bŽ . Ž .and P f y  0 for each y in the -neighborhood of B y , R  , then, b2 0 0 2
Ž .supp f
 B y , R .0 0
We now consider an analogous theorem in  n. Here, we assume  is a
Ž . n nnowhere zero real analytic function defined on Z x, y  
Ž . 4 n d x, y  r . Our main theorem in  is:
a	 b THEOREM 2.2.2. Let a and b be positie real numbers such that 2 2
a a	 b  n nŽ . Ž . Ž .and is irrational. Let R  , . Let f C  or fD  . Let0b 2 2
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 nŽ . 0,  R . Let y  . Assume f equals zero in the -neighborhood0 02
Ž .   Ž .of S y , s for some s 0, R and assume  x, y is nowhere zero and real0 0
aŽ . Ž .analytic. If P f y  0 for each y in the -neighborhood of B y , R , a2 0 0 2
bŽ . Ž .and P f y  0 for each y in the -neighborhood of B y , R  , then, b2 0 0 2
Ž .supp f
 B y , R .0 0
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In order to prove the main theorems, we need some preliminary results.
  Ž n. Ž n. nLEMMA 3.0.1 5, 10 . Let f C  or fD  . Let x  and let0
U be a neighborhood of x . Assume S is a C 2 submanifold of U n and S0
diides U into two nonempty connected parts. Assume f equals zero on one of
these parts of U. Let x  S
U
 supp f and let NS0. Then1 x1
Ž . Ž .x ,  WF f .1 A
Note that Lemma 3.0.1 is true on a real analytic manifold.
Ž  .LEMMA 3.0.2 Quinto’s microlocal regularity theorem 8 . Let M be a
real analytic Riemannian manifold and let AM be open. Let r 0 and
Ž . Ž . Ž .assume for each y B A, r , r I . Let f C M or fD M . Lety
Ž .y  A; assume P f y  0 in an -neighborhood of y in M. Let x 0  , r 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .S y , r and let x be the antipodal point of x on S y , r . If WF f does0 a 0 0 A
 Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .not meet N S y , r the conormal space to S y , r at x , then WF fx 0 0 a Aa
 Ž .does not meet N S y , r .x 00
Ž .Note that Lemma 3.0.2 implies that if P f y  0 in a neighborhood, r
 Ž Ž .. Ž .  Ž Ž ..of y , then N S y , r 
WF f  if and only if N S y , r 
0 x 0 A x 00 a
Ž .WF f .A
Let l be the line in  n going through x and x . Assume f is zero ina 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž  .the neighborhood B x ,  and P f y is zero in B y ,  . Then x , a  0 0
Ž .  Ž .WF f for each x  B x ,  
 l. This is true because for eachA 0 0
 Ž .    Ž  .x  B x ,  
 l, there are y  l and x  l such that x  S y , r and0 0 0 a 0 0
  Ž  .x , x are antipodal points in S y , r . Also the fact that f equals zero in0 a 0
Ž .the neighborhood B x ,  of x implies that there is no wave front seta a
  Ž . Ž  .above x as x  B x ,  . Therefore the above lemma implies x , a a a 0
Ž .WF f .A
Ž .LEMMA 3.0.3. If a is an irrational number and a 0, 1 , then the set
 A na na  n 4
 is dense in 0, 1 .
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Proof. The proof of this lemma follows from Polya and Szego’s result´ ¨
   7, p. 88, No. 166 . In their result, the set A is equidistributed in 0, 1 ,
 which implies A is dense in 0, 1 by the definition of the equidistribution
 7, p. 88 .
3.1. Preliminary Results in  n
n Ž n.We will use the canonical identification of  and  via the
standard basis to identify vectors and covectors.
In order to use Quinto’s microlocal regularity theorem to prove our
two-radius support theorem, we need to discuss properties of antipodal
a bpoints of spheres with radius or . As we will explain below, this reduces2 2
to properties of points and segments of length a and b in an interval of
length R .0
Ž .LEMMA 3.1.1 Density Theorem 1 . Let R  0. Let a and b be positie0
areal numbers such that a b and a	 b R and is irrational. Let0 b
 S namb  n 0, n , m  and namb 0, R . 40
 Then the set S is dense in 0, R .0
Proof. Let a aR and b bR . Then, ab is still irrational and0 0
       0 a  b  a 	 b  1. Applying Lemma 3.0.3 to ab , we have na 
 4mb  n 0 is dense in .
       4 Let S  na mb  n 0, na mb  0, 1 ; then S is dense in
  0, 1 . This implies that the set S namb  n 0, n, m  and na
 4  mb 0, R is dense in 0, R . This proves the lemma.0 0
The next lemma shows that for every two points in S, a sequence of
segments of length a and b can be chosen to join these points and such
 that each segment lies in 0, R .0
LEMMA 3.1.2. For eery two points in S, a finite sequence of segments,
I , . . . , I , of length a and b can be chosen to join these points and such that1 k
Ž .  each segment I i 1, . . . , k lies in 0, R and one endpoint of eachi 0
Ž .segment I i 1, . . . , k 1 is also an endpoint of the next segment I .i i	1
Ž .Furthermore each endpoint of I i 1, . . . , k is in S.i
Proof. Note that 0 S. So it is sufficient to show that, for each point
namb S, 0 and namb can be joined by a finite union of segments
that satisfy hypotheses of this lemma. Let namb S. We consider two
cases.
Ž .  I Assume m 0. Then, m 0. We have segments: I  0, a ,1
  Ž .    I  a, 2 a , . . . , I  n 1 a, na , I  na, na	 b , . . . , I  na2 n n	1 n	m
Ž . Ž . 	 m 1 b, na	 m b . One can see that segments I , . . . , I are of1 n
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length a and segments I , . . . , I are of length b. Obviously, then	1 n	m
endpoints of I are 0 and a. Then endpoints of I are a and 2 a. Similarly,1 2
the endpoints of I are na and na	 b. The endpoints of I aren	1 n	m
Ž . Ž .na	 m 1 b and na	 m b; i.e., these segments connect 0 and
Ž .namb. Because the sequence 0, a, 2 a, . . . , na, na	 b, . . . , na	 m b
Ž .is increasing, na	 m b is the maximum of these numbers. Also,
Ž .   n	m  na	 m b lies in 0, R . These imply  I  0, R .0 i1 i 0
Ž .II Assume m 0. First we show that the point nmb can be
Ž . Ž .joined to one of the points n 1 amb or na m 1 b by a seg-
   ment of length a or b lying in 0, R . If namb a 0, R , then0 0
   namb a, namb is this segment. If namb a 0, R , we0
   now show namb	 b 0, R and namb, namb	 b is the de-0
 sired segment. If namb	 b 0, R as well, then a	 b R . There-0 0
fore, we have at least one of the segments between namb and either
Ž . Ž .  n 1 amb or na m 1 b in 0, R . The endpoints of this seg-0
Ž .ment are namb and namb a or namb	 b . Since in both
cases we have reduced n or m by 1, eventually we reduce n or m to 0 by a
 sequence of segments in 0, R and of length a and b. It is impossible to0
reduce n to 0 with m 0 as namb 0. So we reduce m to 0. Then we
Ž .can use the argument in case I .
n nLet l , l  . Define l l to be the segment from l to l in  .1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .LEMMA 3.1.3 Density Theorem 2 . Let R  0. Let a and b be positie0
a nreal numbers such that a	 b R and is irrational. Let l , l  with0 1 2b
 l  l  R . Let  be the unit ector with direction l  l . Then the set of1 2 0 2 1
 4point L, L l 	 s  s S , is dense in l l . For eery two points in L, one1 1 2
can choose a finite sequence of segments, I , . . . , I , so that eery segment I1 k j
Ž .j 1, . . . , k lies in l l and is of length a or b. Each endpoint of I1 2 j
Ž . Ž .j 1, . . . , k is in L. One endpoint of each segment I i 1, . . . , k 1 isi
also an endpoint of the next segment I .i	1
 Proof. Define a map 	 from 0, R  l l by r l 	 r for each0 1 2 1
 r 0, R . Note that this map 	 is an isometry. Therefore the map 	0
 takes the dense set S in 0, R to a dense set L in l l and takes segments0 1 2
 in 0, R to segments of the same length in l l . Now, the proof follows0 1 2
from Lemmas 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.
aAssume a and b are two positive real numbers and is irrational. Usingb
Žthe above lemmas and Quinto’s microlocal regularity theorem Lemma
. n3.0.2 , we shall prove a very useful proposition which holds in  .
Ž . nPROPOSITION 3.1.4 microlocal regularity theorem . Let l , l  and1 2
 l  l  R  a	 b. Let  be the unit ector with direction l  l . Let1 2 0 2 1
Ž n. Ž n.f C  or fD  . Let  0. Assume f equals zero in the neighbor-
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Ž . Ž .hood B p of p for some p  l l . If P f y  0 in the -neighbor- 0 0 0 1 2  , a2
a a Ž .hood of the segment l 	  l   and P f y  0 in the -Ž . Ž .1 2  , b22 2
b b Ž . Ž .neighborhood of the segment l 	  l   , then p,  WF fŽ . Ž .1 2 A2 2
for each point p in the segment l l .1 2
 4Proof. Note that the set L l 	 s  s S is dense in l l . For the1 1 2
given p  l l and for the given  0, by the Density Theorem 20 1 2
1Ž .   ŽLemma 3.1.3 , there is an x  L such that x  p   . Let 
 0 0 0 2
 . Ž . Ž . Ž .x  p . Then B x , 
  B p ,  . First we want to show that x, 0 0 0 0
4 Ž . x L 
WF f .A
Let x L be arbitrary. By Lemma 3.1.3, x and x can be joined by a0
finite union of segments of length a and b, say I , . . . , I where I  x x1 k i i1 i
and I  l l . The endpoint x of each segment I is also an endpoint ofi 1 2 i i
Ž .the next segment I i 1, . . . , k 1 . One endpoint of I is x x .i	1 k k
aThese segments I , . . . , I are diameters of spheres S , . . . , S of radius1 k 1 k 2
band with center at the midpoint of a segment. Because I is a diameter12
of S , one can see that the endpoints x and x of the segment I are1 0 1 1
a b Ž .antipodal points of the sphere S of radius or see Fig. 3.1.1 . Because1 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .f is zero in B p ,  and B x , 
  B p ,  , Quinto’s microlocal regu-0 0 0
Ž . Ž .larity theorem implies x ,  WF f . Similarly, the endpoints x1 A 1
aand x of the segment I are antipodal points of the sphere S of radius2 2 2 2
b Ž .or . Then by Quinto’s microlocal regularity theorem again, x ,  22
Ž . Ž . Ž .WF f . Continuing this procedure, we obtain x,  WF f . NoteA A
that the sets of spheres on which P f and P f are zero include the, a2  , b2
sphere with center at the midpoint of x x and the diameter x x fori1 i i1 i
i 1, . . . , k.
Next we want to prove that for each point p in the segment l l ,1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .p,  WF f . Because f is zero in B x , 




f is zero near x 	 
 . We can shift x to x	 
  for each x L, and we0
can shift our sequence of spheres in the last paragraph by 
 . Then an
Ž  . Ž .analogous argument implies x	 
 ,  WF f for each x L andA
 Ž . Ž .
  
 , 
 . As 
 is arbitrary in 
 , 
 and as L is dense in l l , the1 2
  Ž .4set x	 
   x L, 
  
 , 
 contains l l .1 2
FIGURE 3.1.1
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3.2. Preliminary Results in n and in  n
Let y and y be points in n that are not antipodal in n and let0
Ž . nC y, y be the great circle in  containing y and y . We first observe0 0
the following two facts.
Ž . Ž .Fact 1. Let r 0. Then S y , r intersects C y, y orthogonally since0 0
Ž . Ž .S y , r is a sphere centered on C y, y .0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Fact 2. If d y, y  r  and t r d y, y , then S y, t is inside0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .of S y , r ; i.e., S y, t  B y , r . This is true by the triangle inequality0 0
Ž .see Fig. 3.2.1 .
Now we want to define a continuous map from  to n. Assume x and y
n Ž . Ž .are two different points in  and d x, y   . Let C x, y be the unique
great circle containing x and y. Define the continuous map h : x y
Ž . nC x, y  to be the unique function satisfying:
Ž .   Ž . Ž .1 For t 0, , h t is the unique point on C x, y that isx y
 Žt units from x in the half circle C starting at x and containing y see
.Fig. 3.2.2 .
Ž . Ž  Ž . Ž .2 For t  , 2 , h t is the unique point on C x, y that isx y
2 t units from x and not on C.
Ž .3 h is defined periodically of period 2 for other t.x y
Ž . Ž Ž ..This definition implies h 2 n  x and h d x, y  y. By the abovex y x y
 .definition, one can see that h is one to one and onto from 0, 2 tox y
Ž .  C x, y with 0 and 2 identified. Also, for r, s, if r s   , then
FIGURE 3.2.1
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FIGURE 3.2.2
Ž Ž . Ž ..  d h r , h s  r s andx y x y
d h r , h s  d h r	 t , h s	 tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .x y x y x y x y
 .for each real number t. Therefore, h is a diffeomorphism from 0, 2 tox y
Ž .C x, y .
Now we are ready to prove the density theorem in n. Let R  0. Let a0
aand b be positive real numbers such that a	 b R and is irrational.0 b
Ž .Recall that Density Theorem 1 Lemma 3.1.1 implies the set S,
 S namb  n 0, n , m , namb 0, R , 40
  n Ž .is dense in 0, R . Assume x and y are in  and d x, y  R   . Let0 0
S  h s  s S  C x , y .Ž . Ž . 4x y x y
Ž .Then similar to Lemmas 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 Density Theorem 2 , we have the
following lemmas in n.
LEMMA 3.2.1. For any two points in S , a finite sequence of geodesicx y
segments J , . . . , J , of length a or b can be chosen to join these points and1 k
Ž . Ž .such that each segment J i 1, . . . , k lies in the segment g x, y and onei
Ž .endpoint of each segment J i 1, . . . , k 1 is also an endpoint of nexti
Ž .segment J and both endpoints of J i 1, . . . , k are in S .i	1 i x y
Proof. Let p and p be two points in S . By the definition of S ,1 2 x y x y
Ž . Ž .there are two points s and s in S such that h s  p and h s  p .1 2 x y 1 1 x y 2 2
By Lemma 3.1.2, for points s and s in S, there are a sequence of1 2
points, t  s , t , . . . , t , t  s , in S such that a segment I  t t is0 1 1 k	1 k 2 i i1 i
 of length a or b and lying in 0, R for i 1, . . . , k. By the definition of0
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Ž . Ž .h , h t  x for i 0, 1, . . . , k. Then h t  p as t  s andx y x y i i x y 0 1 0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..h t  p as t  s . Also h I  h t t  g h t , h t x y k 2 k 2 x y i x y i1 i x y i1 x y i
Ž . Ž .g x , x for i 1, . . . , k. Let J  g x , x , i 1, . . . , k, which arei1 i i i1 i
Ž .desired segments in g x, y . It is clear that one endpoint of each segment
Ž . Ž .g x , x , i 1, . . . , k, is also an endpoint of the next segment g x , xi1 i i i	1
for i 0, . . . , k 1.
Ž n.  Ž . 4LEMMA 3.2.2 density theorem in  . The set S , S  h s  s S ,x y x y x y
Ž .is dense in g x, y .
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. By the definition of h , h 0  x and h R  h d x, yx y x y x y 0 x y
  Ž . y. Also h is one to one and onto from 0, R to h 0, R asx y 0 x y 0
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .R   . Note h 0, R  g h 0 , h R  g x, y . By Density The-0 x y 0 x y x y 0
  Ž .orem 1, S is dense in 0, R . As h is a diffeomorphism, h S is dense0 x y x y
Ž . Ž . Ž .in h 0, R  g x, y , and h S  S .x y 0 x y x y
aLet a and b be positive real numbers such that is irrational andb
a	 b  . Using the above lemmas in n, we shall prove the microlocal
regularity theorem in n, which is similar to the microlocal regularity
n Ž . Ž .theorem in  . In the following lemma, we use x a and x b to indicate
a bŽ .the points on the geodesic segment g x, y and with distance and2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .between x and x a and between x and x b , respectively. The points y a
Ž .and y b are defined in an analogous way.
Ž . n ŽLEMMA 3.2.3 microlocal regularity theorem . Let x, y and d x,
. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . .y  a	 b, . Let x a , y a  g x, y such that d x, x a  d y a , y
a bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . . and let x b , y b  g x, y such that d x, x b  d y b , y  . Let2 2
 n1 n1Ž . Ž . Ž .f C  or fD  . Let  0, . Assume f equals zero in the2
Ž . Ž . Ž .neighborhood B p ,  for some p  g x, y . If P f z equals zero in0 0  , a2
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .the -neighborhood of g x a , y a and P f z equals zero in the -, b2
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .neighborhood of g x b , y b , then p,  WF f for each p onp A
Ž .g x, y , where  is a coector corresponding to a nonzero ector parallel top
Ž .g x, y at p.
Ž .In order to use Quinto’s microlocal regularity theorem Lemma 3.0.2 to
prove the microlocal regularity theorem, we need f to have zero integrals
aover spheres of radius and for the diameters of these spheres to cover2
Ž .the segment g x, y . So we have the assumption in the above Lemma 3.2.3
athat f has zero integrals over spheres of radius and centered at points2
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..on g x a , y a . We have an analogous reason for using g x b , y b
Ž . nsee Fig. 3.2.3 . The proof is analogous to the one in  when S isx y
analogous to L.
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FIGURE 3.2.3
4. THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREMS
4.1. The Proof of the Main Theorem in  n
Ž .Assume supp f
D y , R 	. We shall discuss two cases separately.0 0
Ž  Ž .Case 1. For every r  0, R , supp f
 S y , r . In this case,1 0 0 1
Ž .  4supp f
D y , R  y . Without loss of generality, we may assume0 0 0
a	 bŽ .  4a b. Because f 0 in D y , R  y and R   b, f 0 in a0 0 0 0 2
b Ž .  4ball which is of radius and is contained in D y , R  y . Also by0 0 02
bhypothesis, f has zero integrals over all spheres which are of radius and2
Ž .are centered at points on the -neighborhood of D y , R . Then a0 0
  Ž .theorem of Quinto 8, Theorem 1.1 implies supp f
D y , R .0 0
Ž  Ž .Case 2. There is some point r  0, R such that supp f
 S y , r0 0 0 0
Ž .	. Because f is zero near the sphere S y , r , we can shrink or expand0
Ž . Ž . Ž .S y , r until we find a sphere S y , r such that supp f
 S y , r 	0 0 1 0 1
Ž .and f is zero on one side of S y , r and f is not zero on the other side of0 1
Ž .S y , r . By the assumption of Case 2, we can assume r  0. In this case,0 1 1
Ž .there is a point x  S y , r such that x  supp f and f 0 in one side0 0 1 0
Ž .of S y , r near x . That is to say, there is a neighborhood U of x such0 1 0 0
Ž .that S y , r 
U divides U into two disjoint open sets and f 0 in one0 1
of these sets of U. Then, Sato, Kawai, Kashiwara and Hormander’s¨
Ž . Ž . Ž .theorem Lemma 3.0.1 implies x ,  WF f when  is a nonzero0 A
Ž .covector conormal to S y , r at x .0 1 0
Ž .On the other hand, let D be the diameter of B y , R through x . We0 0 0
can assume  is a nonzero vector which, in this case, will be parallel D. As
Ž .f 0 in the -neighborhood of S y , r , f 0 near some point on D.0
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Ž .Also, by hypotheses, P f y  0 for each y in the -neighborhood of, a2
aŽ .D
 B y , R  because0 0 2
a a
D
 B y , R   B y , R 0 0 0 0ž / ž /2 2
Ž . Žand P f y  0 for each y in the -neighborhood of D
 B y ,, b2 R b2 00
b .R  because0 2
b b
D
 B y , R   B y , R  .0 0 0 0ž / ž /2 2
Ž .The length of D is 2 R , which is greater than a	 b see Fig. 4.1.1 . Then0
Ž . Ž .the microlocal regularity theorem Proposition 3.1.4 implies x ,  0
Ž . Ž .WF f . This contradiction implies supp f
D y , R .A 0 0
The main theorem shows that if f equals zero in the -neighborhood of
Ž .a sphere S y , r and the integral of f with weight  is zero over spheres0
a bof radius and with centers at an open ball, then supp f is disjoint from2 2
a ball. Now, let us prove the main theorem in n.
4.2. The Proof of the Main Theorem in n and in  n
Proof of the main theorem in n. The proof of the main theorem in n
is similar to the proof of the main theorem in  n.
Ž .Assume supp f
 B y , R 	. We shall discuss two cases separately.0 0
Ž  Ž .Case 1. For every r  0, R , supp f
 S y , r . In this case,1 0 0 1
Ž .  4supp f
 B y , R  y . The proof is analogous to the proof for the0 0 0
same case in  n.
FIGURE 4.1.1
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Ž  Ž .Case 2. There is some point r  0, R such that supp f
 S y , r0 0 0 0
Ž .	. Because f is zero near the sphere S y , s , we can shrink or expand0
Ž . Ž .S y , s until we find a sphere S y , r and r  0 such that supp f
0 0 1 1
Ž . Ž .S y , r 	 and f is zero on one side of S y , r and f is not zero on0 1 0 1
Ž . Ž .the other side of S y , r . In this case, there is a point z  S y , r such0 1 1 0 1
Ž .that z  supp f and f 0 on one side of S y , r near z . That is to say,1 0 1 1
Ž .there is a neighborhood U of z such that S y , r 
U divides U into two1 0 1
disjoint open sets and f 0 in one of these sets of U. Then Sato, Kawai,
Ž . Ž .Kashiwara and Hormander’s theorem Lemma 3.0.1 implies z , ¨ 1 z1
Ž . Ž . ŽWF f when  is a nonzero covector conormal to S y , r at z seeA z 0 1 11
.Fig. 4.2.1 .
Ž . ŽOn the other hand, let D be the diameter of B y , R through z see0 0 1
. Ž .Fig. 4.2.1 . As f 0 in the -neighborhood of S y , s , f 0 near some0
Ž .point on D. Also, by hypotheses, P f y  0 for each y in the, a2
aŽ .-neighborhood of D
 B y , R  because0 0 2
a a
D
 B y , R   B y , R 0 0 0 0ž / ž /2 2
Ž . Žand P f y  0 for each y in the -neighborhood of D




 B y , R   B y , R  .0 0 0 0ž / ž /2 2
The length of D is 2 R which is greater than a	 b. Then the microlocal0
Ž . Ž . Ž .regularity theorem Proposition 3.1.4 implies z ,  WF f . This con-1 A
Ž .tradiction implies supp f
 B y , R .0 0
The real projective space  n is the set of equivalence classes of points
in n where x is equivalent to y if xy. Using the definition of the
FIGURE 4.2.1
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nexponential map, one can show that the injectivity radius of  is .2
n n  4Note that the map 	 :   by x x,x is a distance preserving
diffeomorphism on every open ball of radius less than , so we can use the2
theorems on n directly to prove support theorems in  n.
5. EXTENSIONS TO RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS
 In a separate paper 15 , we prove that the basic two radius theorems
proven above for  n, n, and  n are true for any real analytic manifold
Ž .as long as R  I for all y B y , R .0 y 0 0
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